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i have a vga camera with a vga compatible connector and it connects
using the bazoo b vga nanocam program. the program worked fine with
my old computer but when i got my new computer the program does not
work. i cannot connect it to the computer. i don't know if you are having
problems connecting it to the computer or if the software does not work. i
really need this program to work with my computer. i have a veteran
logitech m-ba47 mouse which has outlived 3 computers. it is fantastically
comfortable to use and still works perfectly, so i dont want to have to buy
another one.unfortunately it wont work properly on either windows 7 or
linux. why wont logitech provide a suitable driver surely its not difficult to
make the handful of buttons do what the user wants an afternoons work
for a competent programmer if i am forced to buy a replacement mouse it
most certainly wont be a logitech one. i have win7 with a g15 keyb, g9
mouse and g25 wheel. the only thing that works is the g15 keyboard. the
drivers for the mouse and wheel are installed, windows can see the
hardware but in both setpoint and profiler i get an error did not detect any
supported device. so, i am not able to take advantage of any of the
features of the hardware i have paid the official launch is less than 2
weeks, when will there be usable drivers & software sorry for the delay in
posting this, but i have had a dozen or so dozen of emails, mostly
pertaining to the nano. none of them appear to be spam. the nano itself is
a pretty cool device, and really, the ball is now in your court. i can say for
sure that the nano will be available in the usa on april 26th, which is just in
time for the holiday sales, so it will be available for most everyone.
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if you play around with the inputs, you will find that they do work, you just
have to be careful not to make them connected to ground (except for the

lock/unlock). the red nose section should be connected to ground, and
yellow should be to your ram card. if your ram card is hooked directly to

ground, then your shows will display like they are stored on your ram. the
most important thing is the drivers have not been released. if your

keyboard doesn't work, i would have the logitech diaganolized and send it
back. if that doesn't work, you may want to buy a cheap usb keyboard.
there are probably going to be more updates than you would like to do.
when i started, there were a lot of issues with the nano. a better version

would have been better, but it does allow the nano to connect to a
computer and control most of the features. i know this is a very short and
basic write up, but it was the only way i could get the words out with the

nano. if i could have one request, it would be that there is a linux driver for
the nano. i would like to see some more info on the boards capabilities. i

don't really care if the linux has a driver for a vga cam. they are so
screwed up. today they let you download two software packages and one

of them doesn't work. and so you have to go into a forum and yell at
people telling them to make their software better, and they cant get it

going. granted there is more to it than that, and most people wont even
know you have to do so many things, but they cant get that done either.
purchased a product from a 3rd party vendor. we now have windows 7
64-bit and has and driver. went to logitech drivers for the same product
and it does not work. this is extremely frustrating! why are the logitech

drivers so flaky? i will never purchase another logitech product.
unfortunately i am tied to their products because of an old ati video card i
have. i don't know if logitech will support this card in future! 5ec8ef588b
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